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Why is this paper interesting?Why is this paper interesting?
•• A language A language considerdconsiderd to be  extinct  but has 3327 out of the to be  extinct  but has 3327 out of the

total population 5,169(2001)total population 5,169(2001)

••  Ethnic group that identifies the language as being part of their Ethnic group that identifies the language as being part of their
heritage but no one still speaks the languageheritage but no one still speaks the language

•• Argots that confuse to identify language.Argots that confuse to identify language.
•• The The GurungsGurungs who speak the language  but refer it as who speak the language  but refer it as

Tandrange Tandrange BhuBhu..
•• It has  It has  genderlectgenderlect ( (TannenTannen 1994) which views communication 1994) which views communication

between men and women through a humanistic and scientificbetween men and women through a humanistic and scientific
approach. approach. GenderlectGenderlect mainly states that the differences mainly states that the differences
between the communication styles that women and men usebetween the communication styles that women and men use
are cross  are cross  cultural.(tp://www.modlinguistics.comcultural.(tp://www.modlinguistics.com//
Sociolinguistics/gender/Critique%20of%20Genderlect%20TheorSociolinguistics/gender/Critique%20of%20Genderlect%20Theor
y.tm)y.tm)



Who  are the Who  are the DuraDura people? people?

•• PurangPurang north west of  north west of China.(personalChina.(personal
communication with J.P Cross)communication with J.P Cross)

•• Durankot,theDurankot,the highland  in between Manage  highland  in between Manage nadnad
Mustang.(NarharinathMustang.(Narharinath 1956) 1956)

•• Rulers of Rulers of DulluDullu, , DailekhDailekh ( (DuraDura  SewaSewa  samajsamaj 1994) 1994)
•• Heartland of  Heartland of  DurasDuras is  is DuraDura  DandaDanda in  in LamjungLamjung in in

GandakiGandaki zone in west Nepal and now have zone in west Nepal and now have
migrated in 12 districts in Nepal.migrated in 12 districts in Nepal.



Previous study on the Previous study on the DuraDura ethnic ethnic
groupgroup

•• GurungGurung H.(1976)  an introductory sentence. H.(1976)  an introductory sentence.
•• ThapaThapa K.B (1981) origins and history K.B (1981) origins and history
•• AdhikariAdhikari R.(1984/85) introductory book R.(1984/85) introductory book
•• GurungGurung G.(1988) sociological study G.(1988) sociological study
•• MadageMadage L.(1985) anthropological study L.(1985) anthropological study
•• GhimireGhimire M.(1993) an outline  of grammar M.(1993) an outline  of grammar
•• GhimireGhimire M.(2001) Revised version of 1993. M.(2001) Revised version of 1993.



Previous studies on the Previous studies on the DuraDura
langaugelangauge

•• Shafer(1966) Shafer(1966) MagaricMagaric dialect  along  dialect  along Raji,RauteRaji,Raute,,……
•• Hale(1982) Hale(1982) MagaricMagaric dialect based on  dialect based on TobaToba’’ss information. information.
•• Bradley(1997) Bradley(1997) BodishBodish language language
•• Driem(2001)  Tibeto-Burman  language/yet to be identified.Driem(2001)  Tibeto-Burman  language/yet to be identified.
•• PopulatinPopulatin Census,Nepal(2001)  Census,Nepal(2001) DuraDura language with the total  mother tongue language with the total  mother tongue

speakers 3327.speakers 3327.
•• TobaToba and Rai(2002) West  and Rai(2002) West HimalyaishHimalyaish , ,TibetoTibeto  BurmanBurman language language
•• Nagila(2006) A Nagila(2006) A trilibgualtrilibgual Dictionary Dictionary
•• NagilaNagila (2007)  A sketch grammar (2007)  A sketch grammar
•• Noonan (2007) Central Noonan (2007) Central BodishBodish language. language.
•• Lewis(2007)  Tibeto-Burman  (extinct)  information based Driem(2001)Lewis(2007)  Tibeto-Burman  (extinct)  information based Driem(2001)
•• Lewis(2009)  West Lewis(2009)  West HimalayishHimalayish, Tibeto-Burman extinct language of whose, Tibeto-Burman extinct language of whose

speakers have  shifted to the Nepali language.speakers have  shifted to the Nepali language.



Different surnamesDifferent surnames

•• Dura-GurungDura-Gurung
•• GurungGurung
•• RanaRana
•• Thapa-DuraThapa-Dura
•• ThapaThapa
•• RaiRai
•• Ale Ale MagarMagar



Reasons  of adopting DifferentReasons  of adopting Different
surnamessurnames

•• SanskirtizationSanskirtization ( (GurungGurung 1988) 1988)
•• Getting recruited in the British ,Indian andGetting recruited in the British ,Indian and

Nepal Armies (Nepal Armies (ThapaThapa 1981) 1981)
•• Being  the part of majority in the society.Being  the part of majority in the society.

((NagilaNagila 2006) 2006)
•• Climbing the social ladder (Climbing the social ladder (DriemDriem 2001) 2001)



Difference between Difference between DuraDura and and
GurungGurung in term of culture in term of culture
•• DurasDuras   have   been  living in     have   been  living in  DuraDura  DandaDanda  and  look like  and  look like

the the GurungGurung  in appearance  and feature . They have  in appearance  and feature . They have
been serving in the war   as been serving in the war   as GurungGurung but not identified as but not identified as
the the DurasDuras. They have   adopted surnames . They have   adopted surnames GurungGurung,,
ThapaThapa, and , and RaiRai    because of   chance of getting  easier    because of   chance of getting  easier
to  the British ,the Indian and the Nepal.to  the British ,the Indian and the Nepal.

••   DurasDuras have  practice and celebrate    have  practice and celebrate   rodi,Ghanturodi,Ghantu
,,putpute,nogaputpute,noga r  r (working together turn by turn) of the(working together turn by turn) of the
GurungGurung  and the dresses and ornaments of the    and the dresses and ornaments of the  DurasDuras
are similar to that of are similar to that of GurungsGurungs ( (GurungGurung 1988:52). 1988:52).



ContinuedContinued……

•• Similarly, Similarly, DurasDuras drink liquor, chicken, drink liquor, chicken,
mutton, buffalo  and pork. But themutton, buffalo  and pork. But the
GurungsGurungs do not eat pork because of do not eat pork because of
which which DurasDuras are looked upon down. are looked upon down.

•• One of the One of the DuraDura informant  reported me informant  reported me
that  there are some  that  there are some  Dura-GurungDura-Gurung who who
had changed t surnames after payinghad changed t surnames after paying
PanchPanch  moharmohar  and   and sat sat moharmohar  to   to PanchaPancha
bhaladmibhaladmi  in the past. The   in the past. The GurungGurung
celebrate celebrate lhosharlhoshar on 15th  on 15th PoushPoush
(approximately 1 January(approximately 1 January

•• every year) whereas the every year) whereas the DuraDura celebrate on celebrate on
1st of 1st of MaghMagh (approximately 15 January (approximately 15 January
every year) in accordance with the Nepalievery year) in accordance with the Nepali
lunar calendar.lunar calendar.

••  While conducting passage to the rites and While conducting passage to the rites and
rituals, the rituals, the DurasDuras carry do not  the dead carry do not  the dead
body to cemetery until daughter of thebody to cemetery until daughter of the
demised has attended the function anddemised has attended the function and
offered cotton to the corpse practisingoffered cotton to the corpse practising
rituals of Lamaism. Some of the rituals of Lamaism. Some of the DuraDura
people also conduct the same rituals forpeople also conduct the same rituals for
three days.three days.

••  On the contrary, just like Hindu On the contrary, just like Hindu
BrahaminsBrahamins, the other , the other DuraDura people people
conclude passage to rites and ritualconclude passage to rites and ritual
practicing priesthood during the period ofpracticing priesthood during the period of
thirteen days. From this description,thirteen days. From this description,
what can be inferred that what can be inferred that DurasDuras  have  have
taken the taken the GurungsGurungs as  their reference to as  their reference to
majority group   resulting from  dynamicsmajority group   resulting from  dynamics
of mobility within the relatively fluid statusof mobility within the relatively fluid status
hierarchy of Nepal.hierarchy of Nepal.



Sociolinguistic statusSociolinguistic status

•• No language use and No language use and loyalityloyality..
•• No  language vitalityNo  language vitality
•• The statistics of the Government false.The statistics of the Government false.
•• Real Real DurasDuras knows phrase, tit and bits of words. knows phrase, tit and bits of words.
•• But But GurungGurung  very vital, loyal and use language  very vital, loyal and use language

in every domains of in every domains of langaugelangauge use. use.
•• The The gurunggurung    autoglonameautogloname as  as tabdrangetabdrange

bhu(languagebhu(language as it is spoken in their area) as it is spoken in their area)



•• Preliminary linguistic  featuresPreliminary linguistic  features
•• No agreement pattern inNo agreement pattern in

number,gender,numbernumber,gender,number..
•• <domo> plural marker<domo> plural marker
•• <ha> causative marker<ha> causative marker
•• <mo><<mo><munimuni><><mapimapi> > nnegativennegative markers markers
•• <<baba> non past,<> non past,<dada> past tense <> past tense <dumudumu>>

progprog  and <  and <sisi> inferential  markers.> inferential  markers.



DuraDura as  as DormentDorment  and secret  and secret
languagelanguage
•• 75%  reported me that their language was the 75%  reported me that their language was the ‘‘secretsecret

languagelanguage’’ spoken during   the time   of   war   in the spoken during   the time   of   war   in the
palace, army castle, and sentry.palace, army castle, and sentry.

••   30% percent   of  the informants   said that  it is  30% percent   of  the informants   said that  it is
spoken only in  spoken only in  TandrrangeTandrrange  GurungGurung . .

•• The The GurungsGurungs who speak as   mother tongue speakers who speak as   mother tongue speakers
would strongly protest  and  would not speak or providewould strongly protest  and  would not speak or provide
data for further  investigation in terms of  status,data for further  investigation in terms of  status,
hierarchy and economical and social status of the hierarchy and economical and social status of the thethe
GurungGurung  who  considered themselves as the  most  who  considered themselves as the  most
sophisticated and higher in  cultural  dignity .sophisticated and higher in  cultural  dignity .



ContinuedContinued……....

•• I have taken   observational interviews and administeredI have taken   observational interviews and administered
sociolinguistic   questionnaires 30 native speakers depending onsociolinguistic   questionnaires 30 native speakers depending on
age, sex and literacy who are all age, sex and literacy who are all GurungsGurungs and use  and use autoglotynymautoglotynym
Tandrange   Tandrange   bhubhu unanimously. The  unanimously. The DuraDura people whom   I people whom   I
encountered   did not   provide    me   the encountered   did not   provide    me   the SwadeshSwadesh  Word List -  Word List -
100(1955) more than 25% in my collection. However,   they claim100(1955) more than 25% in my collection. However,   they claim
that the language spoken by that the language spoken by GurungsGurungs in Tandrange   is their mother in Tandrange   is their mother
tongue. One of the  tongue. One of the  DuraDura  young man was fired  with me not to  young man was fired  with me not to
autoglotynymautoglotynym as  as TandarngeTandarnge  kurakura  . Then I asked him  few words to. Then I asked him  few words to
tell me in tell me in DuraDura and turned shy and apologetic immediately. The and turned shy and apologetic immediately. The
GurungsGurungs whom I have selected as the informants want to be sure whom I have selected as the informants want to be sure
that   data should not be used as the lexicons of the that   data should not be used as the lexicons of the DuraDura language language
and proud of being speakers of such   language isolate.and proud of being speakers of such   language isolate.



Gender  distinction in theGender  distinction in the
colloquial colloquial DuraDura language language
..
•• Most language in the world posses a number of mechanism to showMost language in the world posses a number of mechanism to show

politeness or solidarity (Brown and Levinson, 1987) which rangepoliteness or solidarity (Brown and Levinson, 1987) which range
from an elaborate honorific system   to the usages of indirectfrom an elaborate honorific system   to the usages of indirect
utterance (subjunctive form, negative form etc.)utterance (subjunctive form, negative form etc.)

•• Apart form it the Apart form it the DuraDura language has a  language has a ‘‘genderlectgenderlect’’ ( (TannanTannan 1994) 1994)
speech style which denote the sex of the speakers. However, theyspeech style which denote the sex of the speakers. However, they
are not marked in formal situation and difference in the choice ofare not marked in formal situation and difference in the choice of
particular syntactic morphological and lexical form.  Researchparticular syntactic morphological and lexical form.  Research
suggest that men and women talk differently in Hindu culture too.suggest that men and women talk differently in Hindu culture too.
In Hindu society, Nepali  language speaker women has beenIn Hindu society, Nepali  language speaker women has been
associated  with cooperation and politeness whereas men areassociated  with cooperation and politeness whereas men are
described as aggressive  and  dominant .Nepali language has firstdescribed as aggressive  and  dominant .Nepali language has first
level honorific, second level honorific, third level (low) level honorific, second level honorific, third level (low) honorific,thirdhonorific,third
level (mid) honorific, third level (high) honorific.level (mid) honorific, third level (high) honorific.



pronounspronouns

•• The pronouns in the The pronouns in the DuraDura  language are / Ni    /  language are / Ni    /
I  /I  /NeHroNeHro/ We  /no/  You  /no   / You , // We  /no/  You  /no   / You , /huihui/, (he/, (he
she )  / i /  I t , /she )  / i /  I t , /HjeroHjero/ / ‘‘theythey’’ .There are .There are
basically   one   set of pronouns in the secondbasically   one   set of pronouns in the second
person .The second person   of the   men is / noperson .The second person   of the   men is / no
/ / ‘‘youyou’’  while females use     /   while females use     / noainoai��  /   / ‘‘youyou’’   in   in
colloquial form  and  formal situations. Womencolloquial form  and  formal situations. Women
normally   perform / normally   perform / nini /  / ‘‘II’’   whereas men    /Ni   whereas men    /Ni
/ / ‘‘II’’   in first person personal pronoun.   in first person personal pronoun.



verbsverbs

•• The morpheme /   i / is the infinitive   marker in the The morpheme /   i / is the infinitive   marker in the DuraDura language. There language. There
are two copular verbs:  are two copular verbs:  identificationalidentificational <le > and existential < <le > and existential <popo>. Verbs>. Verbs
are made polite suffixing <are made polite suffixing <ieie> regardless of tense and mood. While both> regardless of tense and mood. While both
males and females can use plain endings in   informal situations; womenmales and females can use plain endings in   informal situations; women
opt to   use the polite forms while making discourse with male inopt to   use the polite forms while making discourse with male in
particularly to husbands. Only men use imperative form while women useparticularly to husbands. Only men use imperative form while women use
imperative forms in quarrellings. Women are generally expected to use theimperative forms in quarrellings. Women are generally expected to use the
suffix /suffix /aieaie/ suffix which is   suffixed   to make polar question by the men./ suffix which is   suffixed   to make polar question by the men.
For example/ For example/ c#oic#oi   /  is affirmative imperative and is exclusively used by   /  is affirmative imperative and is exclusively used by
men whereas women use / men whereas women use / c@obaiec@obaie/to be polite and submissive. Men also/to be polite and submissive. Men also
can use this form but they do not prefer to show politeness   tocan use this form but they do not prefer to show politeness   to
womanhood and rather prefer to be commanding. These feminine formswomanhood and rather prefer to be commanding. These feminine forms
are associated   with softness and politeness. For example, I haveare associated   with softness and politeness. For example, I have
presented the following .The situation was the first meeting  of thispresented the following .The situation was the first meeting  of this
researcher with 41 years old female informant in researcher with 41 years old female informant in TanahunTanahun. Men use  <. Men use  <––dada>>
in place of  <le>   in unfamiliar  conversation and speak in fast speed. Thein place of  <le>   in unfamiliar  conversation and speak in fast speed. The
use of the  copular le is use of the  copular le is ffrequentffrequent in women conversation than the men in women conversation than the men’’s cs c



Word orderWord order

•• The basic word order of the language is SOV. Women use  seem to be using   be lessThe basic word order of the language is SOV. Women use  seem to be using   be less
conservative in   applying grammatical rules than men. They tend to   omit someconservative in   applying grammatical rules than men. They tend to   omit some
particle more often than men .particle more often than men .

••  Drawing the work of brown and  Gilman (1960) and Brown and Levinson(1978) this Drawing the work of brown and  Gilman (1960) and Brown and Levinson(1978) this
study describes how and when address form such as pronouns ,kinship terms ,study describes how and when address form such as pronouns ,kinship terms ,
tekonymmstekonymms ,personal names and other strategy like taboos and  euphemism are ,personal names and other strategy like taboos and  euphemism are
used by the used by the DuraDura in their verbal  interactions in order to convey  the aspect of in their verbal  interactions in order to convey  the aspect of
politeness. The polite form of the   non past tense marker <politeness. The polite form of the   non past tense marker <baba>   seem to be <pa>>   seem to be <pa>
in    form of women. Similarly, the negative  prefix  <mo>  has allophonic variationin    form of women. Similarly, the negative  prefix  <mo>  has allophonic variation
/mo/,//mo/,/mumu /,/ma /. The numerals  of the men are heavily borrowed from the Nepali /,/ma /. The numerals  of the men are heavily borrowed from the Nepali
language  whereas  women  have    language  whereas  women  have    kiutekiute    ‘‘oneone’’nerkinerki    ‘‘twotwo’’serkiuserkiu    three,tarithree,tari    ‘‘fourfour’’
tarkiutarkiu  ‘‘fivefive’’  naskinaski        ‘‘sixsix’’  karkar  ‘‘tenten’’.. At the discourse level, women tend to use moreAt the discourse level, women tend to use more
polite language than men. Increased use of the suffix/ polite language than men. Increased use of the suffix/ aieaie /    to the verb   denote /    to the verb   denote
honorific status and   found more pronounced in female speech.   Lethonorific status and   found more pronounced in female speech.   Let’’s see thes see the
following. The same   informant spoke to me in this polite way.following. The same   informant spoke to me in this polite way.



Power   and     solidarity    inPower   and     solidarity    in
gender   and dominancegender   and dominance..

•• The dynamics of power and solidarity have been fundamental toThe dynamics of power and solidarity have been fundamental to
sociolinguistic  theory (sociolinguistic  theory (FasoldFasold  ,1990). Brown and Gilman (1960) based  ,1990). Brown and Gilman (1960) based
their framework on the analysis of the use of pronouns in Europeantheir framework on the analysis of the use of pronouns in European
languages which have two forms of the second person pronoun   such aslanguages which have two forms of the second person pronoun   such as
French French tutu and   and  vousvous. In English the closest parallel is to be found in the. In English the closest parallel is to be found in the
form of address: first name versus title last name. As reported, the form of address: first name versus title last name. As reported, the DuraDura
society was matriarchal and the new   generation of the society was matriarchal and the new   generation of the DurasDuras have have
recently declared that they   have decided to register their property in therecently declared that they   have decided to register their property in the
name of their females in particularly   wives. Not only that, they havename of their females in particularly   wives. Not only that, they have
proposed to make proposed to make DuraDura colony in  colony in KathmanduKathmandu to   preserve   and promote to   preserve   and promote
language and language and culture.Theculture.The gender difference and discrimination is not overt gender difference and discrimination is not overt
in this language. Watching the conversation of the males and females, Iin this language. Watching the conversation of the males and females, I
have observed that there are patterns which link the speakers of likehave observed that there are patterns which link the speakers of like
gender across ages. At every level, women oriented to each other with thegender across ages. At every level, women oriented to each other with the
alignment of their bodies and gaze far more   directly than did men. But thealignment of their bodies and gaze far more   directly than did men. But the
new generation has shifted to   the Nepali languages and no more speaksnew generation has shifted to   the Nepali languages and no more speaks
the language their ancestors speak in the domain of households.the language their ancestors speak in the domain of households.



                        Thank  all of  you forThank  all of  you for
listening, making listening, making quriesquries
and and interestsinginterestsing..


